
AFRICOM HEADQUARTER LOCATION

The United States Africa Command is one of the eleven unified . In general, U.S. Unified Combatant Commands have
an HQ of their own in one location, subordinate service component HQs.

As of December , the command has five Senior Foreign Service officers in key positions as well as more than
30 personnel from 13 U. An Africa headquarters also would put the command far away from the U. Africa
Command this year, one of his first tasks will be to decide, amid much political maneuvering, whether
AFRICOM headquarters will move to another location. The African locations finished last amid concerns
about infrastructure, political stability and no direct access to stateside governmental agencies. These
nonmilitary staff may be funded with money from their own departments as well as the DOD. The U. Cons:
Liberia, along with many other potential hosts, lacks the infrastructure, schools and health care the command
and its families would probably expect. The Feasibility of an Interagency Command The recent upsurge in
violence in the Horn of Africa clearly has the Pentagon focused on the threat that Somalia, long a festering
realm of warlordism, could become a new base for al-Qaeda. On 3 December , the U. European Command.
Staff will be drawn from all branches of the military, as well as USAID and the departments of state,
agriculture, treasury, and commerce. Strategic selling points for New York and Washington include major
international airports that provide relatively easy access to Africa for command staff, and the proximity of
African consulates, embassies and other U. Air Force official said on 5 December , that Addis Ababa was
likely to be the headquarters. Naval Forces, Africa" in one to four separate locations. However, a new daily
commuter flight from Norfolk to New York City will start up next year and could minimize some of those
negative effects. Writing in World Defense Review, J. The upcoming headquarters review will likely compare
those costs against potential savings elsewhere. Travel times are significantly shorter to and from the continent
than from U. Defense and Security The Pentagon has floated plans for a unified command for over ten years.
Agency for International Development USAID , to assist African partners in developing national and regional
security institution capabilities that promote security and stability and facilitate development. Africom aims to
bring together intelligence, diplomatic, health and aid experts. Stuttgart shares a time zone with much of
Africa, which makes it easier to do business. Southern Command headquarters site, before the command
departing Panama for Miami in  Responsibility for U. Marine Corps Forces, Africa conducts operations,
exercises, training, and security cooperation activities throughout the AOR. Unified Combatant Commands
have an HQ of their own in one location, subordinate service component HQs, sometimes one or two
co-located with the main HQ or sometimes spread widely, and a wide range of operating locations, main
bases, forward detachments, etc. Atlanta: Pros: The city is home to one of the largest airports on the east coast
and offers direct connections to the African continent. Army has allocated a brigade to the Africa Command.
Stuttgart also provides easier access to European Union partners who are deeply engaged across Africa. The
issue has been a source of controversy since the advent of AFRICOM, which was announced in February and
declared fully operational in October as an autonomous command free from its sister unit, U. Government
agencies, to include the State Department and the U. Africa Command has limited assigned forces and relies
on the Department of Defense for resources necessary to support its missions. Former Secretary of Defense
Donald Rumsfeld convened a planning team for such a command in mid, and in December, President Bush
authorized its creation. In August , Dr. At the moment, Cmdr. The top scores went to a New York, followed
by Atlanta and Stuttgart. In general, U. Africa Command completed fiscal year with approximately 2, assigned
personnel, which includes military, civilian, contractor, and host nation employees. The search involved
roughly locations. A Congressional Research Service report issued in November echoed those concerns about
setting up a headquarters in Africa. There is one U. The two commands also have shared strategic concerns,
such as drug trafficking from South America into western Africa, which could translate into closer
communication and cooperation. The port of Savannah, Ga.


